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Dynamic processes of the Martian CO2 ice caps revealed 
phenomena unlike any detected previously on Earth. 1
• In the winter, CO2 condenses to form a translucent slab of 

permeable ice.
• During late spring/summer, basal sublimation creates high-

pressure gas below the slab, breaking through weak spots in this 
ice. 2

• CO2 jets deposit unfamiliar dark spots and elliptic-shaped 
blotches on the Martian surface. 3

The number, time history, eccentricity, and area of the blotches 
document factors essential to our understanding of the spring 
sublimation process, spring winds, and predictions to quantify the 
relationship between the timing of seasonal activity to global dust 
storms.

Figure 1: Artist Ron Millers’ concept showing CO2 jets erupting from Martian 
geysers

Spring Sublimation Process
• Strong decrease in median area as ls increases
• At Ls=185.552, median area twice as large as one at Ls=185.508
• At Ls=185.552, total number of blotches<100- we can disregard 

it
• Histogram at Ls=185.552 shows more blotches with higher 

area’s
• HiRISE images show citizens marked light spots, affecting results

• Strong decrease in eccentricity area as ls increases

Figure 5: Plots of eccentricities of blotches 

ROI: Giza

Figure 8: Graph of median area vs. Ls for eight regions of interest

Median Areas Over Time

• Most plots show similar trends for both Mars years 29 and 30 à
spring sublimation is a constant, yearly-repeating process

• Most plots show both similarities but also clear, distinctive 
trends for different regions à region of interest affects the 
number, area, and eccentricity of blotches that form

• Inclusion of wind ground transport à wind might also affect 
blotches

Conclusions

We used data from the Planet Four catalog which involved an 
online citizen science project where volunteers mapped the 
shapes and sizes of the blotches visible in orbital images from 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s (MRO) High Resolution Imaging 
Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera, taken in southern spring 
during Mars Years 29 and 30. 4

Figure 2: Systematic mapping of blotches

Citizen Science: Markings of Blotches

Regions of Interest (ROI)
These phenomena are concentrated at latitudes between -70S and 
the south pole and are being observed as part of seasonal 
monitoring campaigns by the HiRISE instrument. 4 In this project 
we analyzed (informal names):
Ithaca                       Potsdam                      Macclesfield
Manhattan              Inca City                       Buenos Aires
Oswego                    Giza                              Starburst                  
Portsmouth 

ROI: Buenos Aires
• Similar to Giza, decrease in median area over Ls
• Median sizes twice as large as next largest at Ls=196 for MY30 at 

Ls=187 and 190
• Data point at Ls=187 has total number of blotches<100. We 

should disregard it
• Histogram at Ls=196 shows more blotches with smaller area’s 

compared to Ls=190
• HiRISE images show citizens marked blotches correctly. Color of 

frames varies (from radish to bright blue)

• Eccentricities range from 0.45 to 0.7. Have two groups with 
later one around Ls=250 having lower values than earlier group 
around Ls=200 (but ranges are large, strong diversity)

Figure 4: Plots of areas and 
images of blotches

Figure 6: Plots of areas and 
images of blotches

Figure 7: Plots of eccentricities of blotches 


